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Dear Fellow Members,  

 

It is a privilege to stand again for election to the Board of Governors for the FCC.  I 

am hopeful that I will be returned to serve again as a Correspondent Governor, to 

continue the work of the previous Board, with a specific focus on the areas of 

Membership, our Constitution, and the exhibitions presented on our Wall. 

 

I am quite happy to see so many candidates standing for election for the various 

Governor positions -- welcome evidence of the passion and commitment our 

Members feel toward our Club.  I hope that my previous years of service will be 

useful to the incoming Board, and that I can continue to do my part to help guide the 

direction of the Club.  

 

In the year ahead, we must continue to maintain and enhance our premises, and we 

should keep striving to expand our Membership. I also believe we must continue to 

speak out on issues that affect us as correspondents, as well as on behalf of our 

colleagues across the region. 

 

Finally, we must also continue to stand by the Club’s management and staff, who are 

quite simply superb.  Their tireless service and tremendous patience are essential to 

the FCC’s ongoing success, and they deserve our support and gratitude. 

 

BIO 

 

Christopher Slaughter is the Managing Director and Executive Producer for Hong 

Kong-based independent production company APV.   In addition to managing day-

to-day business affairs, he is produces and writes for APV’s documentary projects, 

including recent programmes for AETN and the National Geographic Channel. 

 

Previously, he set up independent broadcast news consultancy Noises, Words, and 

Pictures; he was also Asia-Pacific head of telecom, media, and technology 

consultancy The Yankee Group (A Reuters Company).  Prior to that, he was Bureau 

Chief for CNBC Asia’s Hong Kong and Shanghai bureaus, and both a Correspondent 

and Producer for the company and its predecessor, Asia Business News.  

 

Slaughter has lived in Asia for more than twenty years, and has wide experience 

across the region, in China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, India, Japan, and Singapore.  He 

has been a bureau chief, a regional correspondent, has produced both daily and 

weekly television programmes, has hosted a radio talk show, and narrated numerous 

documentary programmes for broadcasters including CNN, the National Geographic 

Channel, Discovery, and CNBC. 


